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We have studied the responses
of ganglion cells in the macaque retina to stimuli that alternate in color. With most color
combinations,
the phasic retinal ganglion
cells, which sum
input from M- and L-cones
in both center and surround,
showed a response with twice the alternation
frequency
at
equal luminance.
This frequency
doubling
was directly related to the degree to which the M- and L-cones were stimulated out-of-phase
with one another, and thus varied with
the wavelength
combinations
used. It was absent with wavelength combinations
that lay along tritanopic confusion lines,
when at equal luminance
the M- and L-cones are not modulated. Such a frequency-doubled
response
is evidence for
a nonlinearity
at or before M- and L-cone summation.
The
effect became much smaller or was abolished
when the receptive field center alone was stimulated,
indicating
that its
mechanism
lies in the surround or in a center-surround
interaction. Also, it was much more marked at high luminance
levels, being almost absent at retinal illuminances
below 100
td. Its origin is not clear, but it seems to derive more from
the L- than the M-cone. The results imply that phasic cells,
through this nonlinearity,
could respond
to the red-green
equal luminance
borders used in some psychophysical
experiments.

In the macaqueretina there are 3 cone types, the L-, M-, and
S-cones.Later in the visual pathway, there exist 2 main cell
systems.Phasic, nonopponent retinal ganglion cells project to
the magnocellularlayers of the lateral geniculatenucleus.Tonic,
color-opponent ganglioncellsproject to the parvocellular layers
of the nucleus (Wiesel and Hubel, 1966; de Monasterio and
Gouras, 1975; Dreher et al., 1976;de Monasterio, 1978;Creutzfeldt et al., 1979;Perry et al., 1984).It isby virtue of antagonistic
input from the different conemechanismsthat tonic cellsdisplay
spectral opponency. The responsesof tonic cells in the parvocellular layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus can be well described by assuminglinear combination of the opponent cone
inputs feeding center and surround (Lee et al., 1983, 1987b;
Derrington et al., 1984; Valberg et al., 1987),although for more
intense stimuli it is necessaryto allow for the nonlinear rela-
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tionship betweenthe intensity of incident light and cone excitation (Naka and Rushton, 1966; Boynton and Whitten, 1970).
Unlike tonic cells, phasic cells receive summed input from
M- and L-cones to both center and surround (de Monasterio,
1978).When wavelengthsthat differentially activate thesecones
are alternated, it is possibleto stimulate the M- and L-cones
half-a-cycle out-of-phase with one another. This permits testing
for linearity of M- and L-cone summation. If cone inputs were
summedlinearly by phasiccells,it shouldbe possibleto abolish
a cell’s responsecompletely by adjusting the relative intensities
of the 2 wavelengths. In the course of experiments with this
type of stimulus, termed heterochromatic flicker, with certain
wavelength combinations we found it impossibleto completely
abolishphasiccells’responses,a residualresponsebeing present
at twice the flicker frequency. This phenomenonwasfirst noted,
under different stimulusconditions,by Schiller and Colby (1983).
Such evidence of nonlinear summation is of interest because
modelsof receptive field structure in which input elementssummate in a linear manner have beenapplied to cellsof the visual
system for many years (e.g., Rodieck, 1965). In particular, linearity of spatial summation has become establishedas an important criterion for cell classification.The presenceof nonlinear
summationis, for example, the defining feature of Y-cells of the
cat retina (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966). However, tests
for linearity of spatial summation do not reliably distinguish
betweenthe phasicand tonic cell systemsof the monkey. Some
degreeof nonlinearity of spatial summation is present only in
a minority of phasic, magnocellularcells (Kaplan and Shapley,
1982; Blakemore and Vital-Durand, 1986).
In this paper, we provide evidence for a nonlinearity in Mand L-cone summation in phasic ganglion cells; the effect was
presentin all cellstested.We attempt to delimit the mechanisms
that may be involved and discussimplications for psychophysics.
Materials and Methods
The activity of ganglioncellswasrecordedfrom the retinasof juvenile
macaques
(Al. fasciculuris). Animalswereanesthetized
initially with an
intramuscular
injectionof ketamineandthereafterwith halothanein a
70%/30%N,O/O, mixture (l-2% duringsurgery,followedby 0.2-l%
during recording).Local anestheticwasappliedto pointsof surgical
intervention,especially
aroundtheeye.EEGandtheelectrocardiogram
weremonitoredcontinuouslyasacontrolfor anesthetic
depth.Muscular
relaxationwasattainedby intravenousinfusionof gallaminetriethiodide (5 mg/kg’hr)togetherwith ca. 3 ml/hr of dextroseRinger’s,Endtidal pC0, waskept near4% by adjustingthe rate and depthof ventilation, andbody temperaturewasmaintainednear37.X. To record
from retinalganglioncells,a cuff of conjuctivawasfirst sewnto a metal
ring.Followingremovalof a sectionofbony orbit,acannulawasinserted
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through the sclera, and an electrode 1QWeJed unto the retina. The eyes
were focused onto P screen 53 cm brim the animal with appropriate
COntact
lenses.
A 6 mm artihcia!
pupil
-was usually used. Clarity ~6 the
optic media was checked frequently, and when the smaller retinal vessels
could no longer be recognized, recording from that eye was terminated,
and the Emxmd eye prepared. On CQElpktiQU
eT recurdinp the SnimPis
were killed wilh an averdose
of barbiturate.
Ganglion cells were &ssified as phasic or tunic using spots QfvZuiOuS
colnas. we drew on exrensive experience with cells in the lateral genieulate micleua 10 aid classification. in cases of doubt, cell thresholds to
achrematic CcmtraSt were estimated; this is a reliable means af distinguishing phasic from tanic cells in the differen,t layers of Ihe iatcrai
geniculate nucleus (Kaplan and Shapley, 1882; Hick8 et al., 1983). in
additian, rcspanscs to a series of equiluminarrt chromatic stimuli were
usually stcoredas a record of a cell’s spectral responsiveness and the time
course of its respanses.
Visual stimuli were generated with a 3-channel
optical stimulator,
each having as a light source a tungslen filament lamp {Prado Umversal,
L&z), providing white light with chromaticity coordinates (x, y) =
(0.404,0.410). Crossed
Po!aroid fi!ters were placed before
% of the
projectors. The beams were combined and passed through a rotating
Polaroid disc, which enabled us to alternate different spectral mixtures
sinusoidally. One channel provided a background if necessary. The
stimulus beam was combined with the background and back-projected
upon a tangent screen. We routinely used a 4” stimulus field but frequently recorded responses with a 0.5” field for purposes of comparison.
Stops for producing diKerent stimulus sizes were placed after the POlaroid filters.
We were concerned that spectral or spatial nonuniformity in the optical system could have caused artifactual frequency-doubled responses.
Several tests were carried out to rule out this possibility. First, luminance
over the receptive field was monitored using a Photo Research SpectraSpotmeter. The output of the photometer closely approximated a sinusoid and at equal luminance it was unmodulated and artifact-free.
Second, as described below, alternation of white with white or of tritanopic pairs of stimuli did not produce a frequency-doubled response.
Third, with small spots or at low luminance levels, no frequency-doubled response was present. None of these manipulations should affect
a spectral artifact. Last, we tested 3 cells with a diffuser placed in front
of the stimulus. This produced an amorphous flickering patch without
distinct boundaries. Strong frequency-doubled responses were observed.
A spatial artifact can thus also be excluded. We thus conclude that
imperfections in the stimulus conditions did not generate spurious frequency-doubled responses.
Spectral composition of stimuli was adjusted with interference filters
(Schott, NAL, half-bandwidth at half-maximum, 25 nm) and intensities
could be adjusted with neutral density filters. Filter wheels with 10 slots
allowed a sequence of stimuli to be preselected. These wheels were
inserted into the stimulus beams and controlled by a computer system
that also averaged and stored unit responses. An analog output from
the spot photometer was also stored to give us a record of the luminance
over a cell’s receptive field.
A Photo Research 702A/l03A Scanning Spectrophotometer was used
to measure the luminance (2”) and chromaticity coordinates of the stimuli. The luminance levels measured with it were within 10% of those
of the spot photometer. Since cell receptive fields were parafoveal, we
used ohotometric values based on the 10” V, curve. To calculate these
values, we integrated the product of the spectral power distribution,
P(X), of the light with the transmission of the interference filters, 7,(h),
the transmission of the Polaroids, 7,(X), and the 10” V, function,

as described in Valberg et al. (1987). These calculated values corresponded well with the 2” measured values for wavelengths above 500
nm, as to be expected. Precise comparison of V, of man and monkey
has not been carried out, but the available measurements (DeValois et
al.. 1974) suggest thev are similar. We have used the human V, function
on’ the assumption &at it is very close to that of the monkey:
The amount of cone excitation, S, produced by a given color was
calculated by integrating the product of the spectral power distribution,
P(X), of the light with the spectral sensitivity of the cone fundamentals,
c-760
s(X), and the total transmission of the filters, T(X), S = J,,, s(X)P(X)T(X)

& as described in Valberg et al. (1 Y87). For the di_kenl L!&r& these
values were normalized to the cone excitation produced by our -white
light of the same luminance, to give values _R and G for the L- and
M-cones. WC could then calculate the relative amplitudes of each cone’s
modulation for di_Kerenr Cl!ter and luminance conditions. When 2 light@,
Y, Ir. of lumiaaecrs t, and L,* -which praducc cnnc cxcitZiarrs R, and
K,. in L=canee and Go and G-*--M-cones
arc exchanged, each cone w-i!! be
~~
modulared by R,,L,* = R,,L.,,and G,,&, - G,& At equal luminance these
expressions will be the same simx K and Ct’are normalized to 3n equi!trminsnt
white light. The Michelson contrast generated in each cone is
given by (R<,L,>- R,L,)/(R,& + R,,LJ and CC;,&,,= G,L,,)l(GJ+, + G&l,
and a!! contrasts given here are derived in this way.
Flicker was usually carried out around a mean lurrrinance of 50 cd/
III’, giving a retina! i!!umminatioa of 1400 td. ee!!s had receptive fields
3”=15” from the fovea. We recorded responses nf about 160 ganghnn
ceils tQ h~t~~Q&I’Q!lXdC
and luminance flicker. The rcEiults reported
here were obtained from 57 phasic cells subjected to heterochromatic
flicker. A more extensive description of cell responses to the d&rent
kinds of flicker employed is to be reported elsewhere (Lee ct al., 1988,
!989a, b).
Halothane retards dark adaptation following a bleach (Van mNQmen
and Padmos, 1974). Since mean adaptation level stayed relatively con=
stant in these experiments, and the halothane concentration was relatively
low, it is unlikely that it could have influenced the responses
recorded.

Results
When 2 spectral mixtures are sinusoidally
alternated, at say 10
Hz, the resulting stimulus paradigm is one of heterochromatic
flicker. Human subjects, by altering the relative intensities of
the flickering lights, are able to minimize or abolish the sensation
of flicker, and the 2 lights are then defined as of equal luminance.
The human r>hotopic luminosity,
or V,, function was defined
in this way. It is generally assumed that the V, function is a sum
of M- and L-cone excitations (see Boynton, 1979).
When different wavelengths were alternated with a standard
white stimulus, the amplitude
of a phasic ganglion cell’s responses went through a minimum
at relative intensities that
corresponded
very closely to the V, function (Lee et al., 1987a,
1988). However,
for certain wavelength
combinations
there
often remained a clear response in phasic cells at twice the flicker
frequency.
Figure 1A illustrates
this phenomenon.
The averaged responses of a phasic on-center cell to 2 cycles of heterochromatic
flicker between 622 nm and white light are shown. We increased
the luminance ratio (L,:L,, 622 nm:white) in steps, as indicated
by the numbers with each histogram; a schematic representation
of the stimulus is shown on the left. At low luminance
ratios,
the response at the fundamental
frequency is dominant. When
stimuli were approximately
of equal luminance,
the cell responds at twice the frequency of flicker. When a substantial
luminance
imbalance is reintroduced,
the frequency-doubled
component disappears. As a control, we also show in Figure 1A
a set of histograms generated when white was alternated with
white, other conditions
being identical. The cell’s response is
completely abolished under this condition at equal luminance.
Figure 1B demonstrates a further example from another phasic cell, in this case when 440 nm was alternated with white. At
equal luminance, a clear frequency-doubled
response is present,
though inspection of the histograms reveals differences in detail
compared with the example in Figure 1A.
Not all wavelength combinations
generated a frequency-doubled response. For example, in Figure 1C are shown the responses of the same cell as in Figure 1B when a light of 570 nm
was flickered against white. No frequency-doubled
response ap-
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Figure 1. A, Responses
of an off-centerphasiccell to heterochromatic
flicker at 10Hz at differentluminanceratiosof 622 nm to white light, as
indicatedby valueswith eachhistogram.A sketchof the flickercompositionis on the left-handside. Two cyclesof flicker arerepresented
in each

histogram.Closeto equalluminance,a frequency-doubled
response
appears.
With white/whiteflickerunderidenticalconditionsit isabsent.B and
C, Responses
of a phasicoff-centercell to 440 nm:whiteand 570 nm:white 10 Hz flicker. No frequency-doubled
response
occursin the latter
instance,whenL- andM-conesareunmodulated.
D, Responses
of a phasicon-centercell to 622nm:whiteflickerat differentstimulusfrequencies
at equalluminance;a response
at twice the stimulusfrequencyoccursin all histogramsexceptat 40 Hz. Calibrationbars, 100impulses/set.
Generally,4-6 setof activity wereaveragedfor eachhistogram,and50 binswereallocatedto eachcycle.
pears, the cell’s activity not being modulated close to equal
luminance.
To analyze quantitatively responsehistogramssuch asthose
in Figure 1, we calculatedthe amplitudes of the first and higher
harmonics in the responseby Fourier analysis.In Figure 2, AC are plotted the first- and second-harmoniccomponentsof the
responsesof the cells shown in Figure 1, A-C. On the abscissa
we have used the luminance ratio between the flicker components, so that a ratio of one indicates equal luminance.
In all 3 graphs, the amplitude of the first harmonic (open
circles)goesthrough a minimum closeto equalluminance.When
the first-harmonic component is large,a second-harmoniccomponent (filled circles)is alsopresent, for the responsewaveform
is not sinusoidal,containing significant higher-harmonic components. The presenceof a second-harmoniccomponent when
the first harmonic is large is trivial, but it can be seenin Figure
2, A, B that closeto equal luminancethe second-harmoniccomponent becomesmuch larger than the first harmonic. In Figure
2C, with the stimuli situatedon a tritanopic confusion line, both
first- and second-harmoniccomponentsdisappearat equal luminance.
Frequency-doubledresponseswere seenin all 57 phasiccells
studied, and the curves of Figure 2, A-C were typical for all
cells recorded, although the magnitude of the secondharmonic
wasdependenton the wavelengthsin the flicker and varied from
cell to cell, as will be documented in Figures 3 and 4. No differencewas found between on- and off-center cells.
If present at only one temporal frequency, it could be argued
that this effect is due to somepeculiarity in the temporal pattern
of response.If this were so, a frequency-doubled effect should
be dependenton temporal frequency. Accordingly, we tested 10

cells at a number of different frequenciesbetween 1 and 40 Hz.
In all casesthe frequency-doubled responsewas present over
this range,except at 40 Hz. For example,in Figure 1Dare shown
histograms(2 cycles in each case)obtained from a phasic cell
when 622 nm was alternated with white at different temporal
frequenciesat equal luminance. At all frequenciesexcept 40 Hz
a second-harmonic component was present, though it is less
apparent at the lower temporal frequencies.
Phasiccells respond poorly to luminance flicker at low temporal frequenciesanyway (Hicks et al., 1983; Derrington et al.,
1984), so the temporal frequency dependenceof the frequencydoubled responsecould be due to the temporal characteristics
of the cell’s responseper se. We therefore compared the amplitudes of the second-harmoniccomponents from Figure 1D
with the temporal frequency tuning of the cell estimated from
responsesto achromatic flicker (Fig. 20). For the latter, we
plotted the amplitude of the first harmonic for a modulation
depth producing about the samecone contrast asthe 622 nmwhite flicker. The shapesof the responsecurves do not differ
markedly, except at 40 Hz. This also held for other neurons
tested. Thus, the frequency-doubled responsewas presentover
a wide range of temporal frequencies,and its frequency tuning
appearedsimilar to that of the first harmonic. An origin of the
effect as a simple latency phenomenoncan thus be ruled out.
Dependenceon wavelengthofjlicker components
The amplitude ofthe residualsecond-harmoniccomponentvaried according to the spectralmixtures in the flicker. It was very
pronounced for long wavelengths(e.g., 684 nm, Fig. 5) but was
always absentfor flicker along tritanopic confusion lines. Along
such a line in a cone excitation space,at equal luminance, both
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Figure 2. A-C, The amplitudes of the
first- and second-harmonic
components obtained by Fourier analysis of
the responses of the cells in Figure lAC plotted against the luminance ratio
of the components in the heterochromatic flicker. In A (622 nm:white) and
B (440 nm:white), close to equal luminance the second-harmonic components becomes dominant. For flicker
along a tritanopic confusion line (C, 570
nm:white), the second-harmonic component is absent. The arrows indicate
the luminance ratios at which silent
substitution occurred. The left arrow in
A marks M-cone flicker (silent L-cone)
and the right arrow L-cone flicker (silent M-cone). In B. the onnosite holds
true. D presents a comparison of the
amplitudes of the frequency-doubled
component for the cell of Figure 1D with
the amplitude of the fundamental component of a response to white flicker of
approximately the same cone contrast
(ca. 25%). The amplitudes have been
plotted relative to flicker frequency. No
great difference in tuning is apparent.
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M- and L-conesare unmodulated and only S-conesgive a modulated signal. Tritanopic observers are unable to distinguish
suchstimuli. White alternated with 570 nm at equal luminance
is sucha stimuluscombination, asillustrated in Figures 1C and
2C. We also tested on 4 cells 412 nm alternated with 528 nm,
another pair of tritanopic stimuli. No frequency-doubled responsewas present.
These results strongly suggestthat a nonlinearity on summation of the M- and L-cone mechanismsis occurring and that
this is responsiblefor the responseat twice the fundamental
frequency. We interpret the phenomenonas follows.
When a largeluminance differencebetween2 alternating lights
is present, both conesare stimulated in phase,and the fundamental dominates the response.However, with, for example,
red-green flicker with the componentscloseto equalluminance,
the M- and L-cones are stimulated 180” out of phase.During
the half-cycle when the proportion of red light is increasingin
the mixture, excitation increasesfor the L-cone and decreases
for the M-cone, while in the other half of the cycle the opposite
occurs. This is a necessaryconsequenceof the VA function being
made up of a sum of M- and L-cones.
If summation were linear, M- and L-cone signalswould cancel. A nonlinearity might well result in the frequency-doubled
responsesseen. If stimuli lie along tritanopic confusion lines,
neither cone will be modulated at equal luminance. With such
flicker, activity of phasic cells was not modulated at equal luminance.
If the above interpretation were correct, then the amplitude
of the frequency-doubled responseat equal luminance should
be related to the degreeto which the cones are activated in

/
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antiphase.The further away 2 wavelengthslie from a tritanopic
confusionline, the greaterwill bethe M- and L-cone modulation
and the larger should be the frequency-doubled response.To
test this, we derived a measureof the out-of-phase cone signal
at equal luminance for different pairs of alternating colors. We
usedthis measure,which is proportional to the 1R - G 1 cone
signal, becauseMichelson contrast differs between the cones
under theseconditions. An identical measurewasusedby Valberg and Tansley (1977).
For 26 phasic cells, we tested a variety of spectral combinations with the heterochromatic flicker paradigm. Figure 3 (open
circles) showsthe second-harmonicamplitude obtained from a
Fourier analysisof cell responsesplotted asa function of 1R G 1cone modulation at equal luminance for 4 typical cells. The
different points mostly represent flicker with white alternated
with a particular wavelength, but red-greenflicker wasalsoused.
For all cells, there was a clear relationship between the amplitude of the frequency-doubled responseat equal luminance
and 1R - G 1 cone modulation, as exemplified in the cells of
Figure 3. The extent to which second-harmoniccomponents
were apparent varied from cell to cell, asmay be seenfrom the
variation in slopesof the relationshipsfor the cellsin Figure 3.
The points in Figure 3 seemto fall closeto straight lines, and
we have therefore drawn least-squaresregressionlines through
them, with correlation coefficientsasindicated. For the 26 cells,
the correlation coefficient, r, varied between0.72 and 0.97, with
a mean of 0.90. The mean slopesof the regressionlines was
33.4 impulsesper unit of cone excitation (n = 26, u = 11.7).
Values for the cells in Figure 3 are given in the legend. It is
noteworthy that the regressionlines passedcloseto the origin.
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stimulus of 25 cd/m2 mean luminance
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each cell, correlation coefficients being
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The mean y-axis intercept was 3.1 (n = 26, u = 4.0) which was
similar to the value obtained from a Fourier analysis of maintained activity. Thus, a differential modulation of the M- and
L-cones at equal luminance does not have to exceed a threshold
before a frequency-doubled response becomes apparent.
As the ratio of intensities of 2 flickering lights are altered so
that the axis of flicker tilts out of the equal luminance plane of
a cone excitation space, there will be ratios at which either the
M- or L-cone is unmodulated, this paradigm being termed silent
substitution for the M- or L-cone. The way these ratios can be
calculated is described under Materials and Methods. For clarity, we will here refer to the modulated cone mechanism,
M-cone flicker for silent L-cone substitution and L-cone flicker
for silent M-cone substitution. The ratios at which M- and
L-cone flicker occur are illustrated by arrows in Figure 2. Between the arrows, the M- and L-cones are modulated in antiphase by the heterochromatic flicker. For 570 nm:white flicker,
the 2 lights are so close to a tritanopic confusion line that at
equal luminance the M- and L-cones are unmodulated and there
is only one arrow. For the examples in Figure 2, it is between
the arrows that the second-harmonic component becomes equal
to or larger than the first harmonic. This qualitative observation
supports the suggestion that out-of-phase modulation of the Mand L-cones is necessary for a frequency-doubled response to
occur.
We conclude that for a frequency-doubled response to be
present, the M- and L-cones must be modulated in antiphase
and that the size of the response is linearly related to the degree
of counterphase cone modulation. This is in accord with the
notion that the some kinds of nonlinearity at the point of Mand L-cone summation is occurring.

(jilled circles), the second-harmonic
component is largely absent, slopes
being as follows: C, 5, and D, 8 impulses
per unit of cone excitation.

Localization of second-harmonic component
To determine if the mechanismthat might be responsiblefor
this effect was present in both center and surround, we tested
if a frequency-doubled responsewas present if the flickering
stimulus was restricted to the receptive field center. Instead of
a 4” field, a 0.5” flickering spot wasused. This should easily be
large enough to completely fill the center of parafoveal phasic
cells, as their expected center size is 0.1P-0.4” (de Monasterio
and Gouras, 1975; Crook et al., 1988).
Figure 4 showsresultsfrom suchan experiment. For heterochromatic flicker betweenwhite and 440 nm, with a 4” stimulus
a marked frequency-doubled responsewas present (Fig. 4A).
When a flickering spot of 0.5” was used, the second-harmonic
component was absentat equal luminance (Fig. 4B). In Figure
4, C, D cell responseshave been quantified in the sameway as
in Figure 2. With the 4” stimulus, a large second-harmoniccomponent is clearly present at equal luminance, but it is absent
with the smaller stimulus (Fig. 40). For small and large fields
the fundamentalresponsecomponentwasequally vigorouswhen
a luminance imbalance was present.
A substantial reduction or elimination of second-harmonic
componentsoccurred with all 10 cellstestedwith small stimuli.
For 8 cells, we tested a range of wavelengthswith small spots.
Two of the cells in Figure 3, C, D were tested with small spots
and amplitudes of the second-harmoniccomponents at equal
luminancefor the different conemodulationsplotted (filled symbols). These points and regressionlines lie much below those
for 4” stimuli. Averaged over 8 cells, this reduction in slopeof
the regressionline was from 36.9 to 11.0 impulsesper unit of
cone excitation with the smaller spot size (a = 10.8 and 8.1,
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Figure 4. Responses of phasic on-center cell to 440 nm:whiteflickerwith a
4” (A) and a 0.5” (B) stimulus.Lumi-

nanceratiosareindicated.At equalluminancethe largerstimulusevokesa
frequency-doubledresponse,which
disappears
when a smallstimulusis
used.A quantitativeanalysisis shown
in C and D, wherethe amplitudesof
thefirst andsecondharmonics
areplotted againstluminanceratio. Calibration bar in A andB, 100impulses/set,
10Hz flicker.
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respectively, n = 8). It is possiblethat any residual, frequencydoubled component may be becausethe spot size used (0.5’)
was large enough to significantly activate the surround mechanism.
We conclude that the frequency-doubled effect observed requiresstimulation of the receptive field surround. In an attempt
to isolate the surround response,we usedflickering annuli, but
they evoked poor responses.
Effect of adaptation level
In heterochromatic flicker photometry, similar psychophysical
resultsare obtained at different adaptation levels, except that at
high retinal illuminances subjectsreport difficulties due to residual flicker. We tested 7 phasic cells at different adaptation
levels, ranging from the usual retinal illuminance of 1400 td
down to 44 td. The amplitude of the first-harmonic components
went through a minimum at luminance ratios closeto one independent of retinal illuminance. At 44 td, the spectral sensitivity of phasic cells still clearly matched the photopic rather
than the scotopic luminosity function and wasthus determined
by the cones.
However, for all cells, the amplitude of second-harmonic
components at equal luminance decreasedmarkedly with decreasingmean retinal illuminance, until at an illuminance of 44
td little second-harmoniccomponent was present.This is illustrated in Figure 5. The histogramsshowthe responseof a phasic
cell to heterochromatic flicker between 684 nm and white at
equal luminance. With this wavelength, the second-harmonic
component wasvery marked at 1400td but decreasedat lower
illuminancesuntil at 44 td no second-harmoniccomponent was
present.The amplitudes of the first- and second-harmoniccomponents at 44 and 1400 td are plotted in Figure 5, B, C. At the
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lower luminance level, both first- and second-harmoniccomponents of the cell’s responseare almost abolished near a
luminance ratio of one, but at the higher level the second-harmonic component is very marked. The amplitudes of first-harmonic componentsare comparablein Figure 5, B, C.
It would thus appearthat the nonlinearity responsiblefor the
frequency-doubled responseonly becomesapparent as retinal
illuminance is increasedabove the mesopic into the photopic
range. The results of Figure 5 are of interest in view of some
psychophysical resultsdiscussedbelow.
Origin of frequency-doubled component
The occurrenceof a responseat twice the stimulation frequency
is evidence of somekind of nonlinearity. Sincewith center stimulation alone, no frequency-doubled responsewas present,the
center appearsto be ableto sum M- and L-cone signalslinearly.
The mechanismof this nonlinearity of the surround is not readily obvious, and 2 factors make its investigation difficult. First,
asthe effect requiresactivation of the surround, any model must
be couched in terms of surround modification of the center
signal.The fact that poor responses
were obtained with flickering
annuli would imply the surroundis to someextent “silent,” and
this is in itself an indication of nonlinearity. Second,the characteristics of the signalsfrom M- and L-conesreaching the surround may be different. Since no frequency-doubled response
was present when just the center was stimulated, any such difference presumably doesnot originate in the conesthemselves
but somewherebetweenthe conesand the point of summation
in the surround mechanism.
Inspection of histograms with heterochromatic flicker suggestedthat a difference between M- and L-cone cone mechanisms might be present, asjudged from the shapeof response
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histograms at luminance ratios at which M- or L-cone flicker
occurred. To test this possibility, we studied 10 phasic cells with
622/528 nm flicker, the relative luminances of the components
being adjusted so as to generate M- or L-cone flicker. The stimulus was projected upon a 570 nm background (total mean
illuminance, 1400 td), and various contrasts for each cone mechanism could be provided.
Figure 6A shows the responses of a phasic on-center cell to
M- and L-cone flicker for 4” and 0.5” stimuli. Responses to equal
luminance flicker are also shown. Contrast for the modulated
cone mechanism was about 15% in each case and was about
15% for both cones in the equal luminance condition.
For the 4” stimulus, the sinusoidal stimulus waveform is distorted in the response of the cell for both M- and L-cone flicker
conditions. Insofar as this distortion arises prior to the point of
summation, adding such waveforms would be likely to leave a
residual response, and the histogram recorded with equal luminance flicker (with equivalent cone contrasts) shows a substantial frequency-doubled component.
It is possible that some distortion of cone inputs might follow
summation, but this would be expected to influence signals from
both cones equally. For the 4” field, it can be seen that the
response histograms for L-cone flicker show more distortion
than for M-cone flicker. As a measure of distortion, we took
the ratio of the sum of harmonics 2-6 to the fundamental, and
then compared these ratios for M- and L-cone flicker over the
11 cells tested. The same cone contrasts (15%) at the same mean
luminance level were used for the comparison. Values obtained
ranged from 0.80 to 2.53 for M-cone flicker, and 1.66 to 3.39
for L-cone flicker. On average, harmonic distortion for L-cone
flicker was 1.61 times greater than for M-cone flicker (a = 0.56,
n = 1 l), this difference being significant at the 1% level. This
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centercellto 684rim/whiteflicker (I 0
Hz) at equalluminanceat 4 different
levelsof retinal illuminance.The frequency-doubled
response
disappears
at
low retinal illumination. Calibration
bar, 100impulses/set.
B and C showa
quantitativeanalysisof the first- and
second-harmonic
componentsat the
highestandlowestilluminationlevels.

suggeststhat prior to cone summation in the surround the
L-cone signalundergoesmore distortion than the M-cone signal.
Inspectionof responsehistogramsalsorevealedthat with small
spots or at low luminance levels responsesbecome more sinusoidal in waveform, lessharmonic distortion being present.
Figure 6 also showsresponsehistogramswith a 0.5” spot, under
the samestimulus conditions as with the 4” field. The response
looks more sinusoidal in shapewith the smaller stimulus, especially for L-cone flicker.
To quantify this difference, we calculated estimatesof distortion asdescribedabove for the 8 cells tested with small and
large stimulus fields. For 642 rim/white flicker, the mean distortion ratio wasreducedfrom 2.22 (a = 0.92) to 1.18 (a = 0.24)
for M-cone flicker on reducing stimulus size, and from 8.08 (u
= 4.79) to 1.53 (a = 0.65) for L-cone flicker, both thesechanges
being significant at the 1%level.
These results again suggestmore distortion in L- than in
M-cones occurs prior to summation. The mechanism of this
distortion, be it a rectifying nonlinearity asin Y-cells of the cat
retina (Hochstein and Shapley, 1976)or someother mechanism
requires further study. However, the phase of frequency-doubled responsesat equal luminancewasvariable amongcells(Fig.
l), which suggeststhe mechanismmay not be easy to define.
A further result obtained using M- and L-cone flicker is illustrated in Figure 6, B, C. The amplitudes of first- and secondharmonic components are plotted against increasing modulation depth for M- and L-cone flicker and for equal luminance
flicker; in the latter case it is the contrast for the individual
conesthat hasbeenused.With M- and L-cone flicker, increasing
contrast resultsin a gradual increaseof both first- and secondharmonic components, with the former being dominant. At
equal luminance, the second-harmoniccomponent is the dom-
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Figwe 6. A, Responses ofa phasic ccl1
to M-cone, L-cone, and equal luminance flicker between 622 and 528 nm.
Individualconecontrastwasabout15%
in each case; 4” and 0.5” stimuli were
used.With the larger stimulus,har-

monicdistortianofthe responses
to Mand L-cone flicker and a frequencydoubledresponse
at equalluminance
weremuchmoreapparentthanwith the
smallerstimulus.Frequency,10 Hz;
calibrationbar, 100 impulses/set. B-13,
Quantitativeanalyses
of responses
of a

M - cone

Equal

Flicker

phasic cell to increasing modulation

depthsfor 622 nm/528nm flicker for
M- and L-cone flicker and at equal luminance.It is apparentthat the threshold for generation of a frequency-doubled response is quite close to the
thresholds ofthe individual cone mechanisms.

inant one. As might be predicted from Figure 3, a significant
frequency-doubledresponseis presentat conecontrastsnot much
above M- and L-cone flicker thresholds.
Discussion
The presenceof a responseat twice the stimulus frequency is a
clear indication of nonlinearity. The frequency-doubled responsesseenin Figure 1 are, in this respect, analogousto the
frequency-doubled responsesseenin Y-cells of the cat retina
when testing for linearity of spatial summation by contrast reversal (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966). When a sine-wave
grating is appropriately situated over a Y-cell’s receptive field,
contrast reversal leadsto a responseat twice the reversal frequency. For Y-cells in the cat this nonlinearity hasbeen attributed to subunitsin the receptive field (Hochstein and Shapley,
1976).
We have demonstratedhere a nonlinearity revealed on summation of the M- and L-cone inputs to phasicganglion cellsof
the macaque. Though most cells in the phasic, magnocellular
layers of the lateral geniculatenucleusshow linear spatial summation (Kaplan and Shapley, 1982; Blakemore and Vital-Durand, 1986), their and our findings are not incompatible. First,
achromatic contrast reversal stimulates both cones in phase,
and so a nonlinearity in cone summation may not be so apparent. Second,the 4” stimulususedherecorrespondsto a spatial
frequency low (ca. 0.125 cycles/deg)comparedwith that usually
employed in contrast reversal tests. We show in Figure 4 that
with small spots (and thus at higher spatial frequencies)more
linear behavior is to be observed.
We did not test for linearity of spatial summation in our
experiments, but since every phasic cell recorded displayed a
frequency-doubled response,it is likely that cells with linear
spatial summation were representedin our sample.In all cells,
mixed M- and L-cone inputs to the center mechanismcould be
demonstrated(Leeet al., 1988a),but we did not test if the effect
wasmore marked in phasiccellswith a red-sensitivesurrounds,
as is the casefor the Type IV cells of Wiesel and Hubel(1966).
It remainsto be seenif phasiccells with nonlinear spatial summafioa may show nonlinearity of M- and L-cone summation
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to a more marked degree. It will be of interest if linearity of
spatial summation in phasic ganglion cells should prove to be
dependenton retinal illuminance, aswe show here for linearity
of M- and L-cone summation.
All tonic cells from the parvocellular layers of the lateral
geniculate nucleus show linear spatial summation. For these
wavelength-opponent cells, for achromatic flicker the cone
mechanismswill act antagonistically. We tested over 100 tonic
ganglion cells with achromatic flicker, but in no cell with only
M- and L-cone input wasany frequency-doubled responseseen,
and this is consistentwith linear summation of cone signals.In
somecellswith S-coneinput, higher-harmoniccomponentswere
sometimespresentin responses,but their origin is obscure.
A responseat each phaseof a red-green substitution at equal
luminance was first noted by Schiller and Colby (1983) in cells
of the magnocellular layers of the geniculate nucleus, but they
were uncertain as to its origin. They used low temporal frequencies, and it is possible this might have accentuated the
responsedue to differential adaptation of M- and L-cones. We
found the effect at all temporal frequenciesbelow 40 Hz. It is
difficult to calculate cone contrast for their data. On the other
hand, Derrington et al. (1984), measuringresponsesto flicker
generatedon a video display, seldomfound frequency-doubled
responses
with heterochromatic flicker. However, the chromatic
modulation used by them was probably too limited to evoke
substantialfrequency-doubledresponses;
we calculatedwe could
provide an out-of-phase cone signalat least 6 times larger than
they employed. Further, background responsesto the 60 Hz
frame rate they usedcould have led to second-harmoniccomponents being lessreadily distinguishable.
Many possibilitiesexist asto the sourceof the nonlinearities
observed. Obvious candidatesare a rectifying nonlinearity, as
in the spatial subunits in the receptive fields of Y-cells of the
cat retina (Hochstein and Shapley, 1976), or a compressiveor
saturating nonlinearity (Boynton and Whitten, 1971) as seen
in someof the late receptor potential recordings of Baron and
Boynton (1975).
The L-cone signal reaching the surround seemsto be more
distorted than the M-cone signal.Sincethe center sumsthe cone

signals linearly, this difference cannot be in the cones themselves
but at some later stage. Whatever the mechanism responsible,
it must be able to account for the results in Figure 3, in which
we have shown a linear relationship between the second-har-monk amplitude at equal luminance and the out-of-phase cone
signal. _A saturating nonlinearity would not readily lead to such
a result, but a rectifying nonlinearity might do so. Also, the
harmonic composition at ratios around equal luminance should
also be predicted by a valid model.
Psychophysical

consideratisns

Heterochromatic flicker photometry wasdevised asa meansof
determining the spectral sensitivity of a human observer, and
it waslargely on the basisof data obtained by this method that
the photopic luminosity function was defined by the C’IE in
1924. As the relative intensity of 2 flickering lights is changed,
the sensation of flicker can be minimized or abolished by a
human subject, and the lights are then defined as of equal luminance.
We showelsewherethat minimization of phasiccell responses
underliesthis psychophysicaltask (Lee et al. 1987a, 1988).The
mean spectralsensitivity of phasiccells,asjudged from minima
of the fundamental responsecomponent as shown in Figure 2,
closely correspondsto that determined psychophysically, with
a variability between cells of about 20%. Such minima are independent of temporal frequency, and obey laws of linearity
such as additivity and transitivity, which are important properties psychophysically. Theseresultsare describedextensively
elsewhere(Lee et al., 1988).
One requirement of the analysispresentedhere is that the V,
functions of man and macaqueare similar. DeValois et al. (1974)
found this to be the case,although there were somedeviations
at the spectralextremesin comparisonwith the 2” curve. DeValois
et al. (1974) themselvespoint out, however, that their simian
subjectswere able to usethe peripheral retina. This and a field
size of more than 4” would lead to the reported deviations from
the 2” curve at the spectralextremes.It is alsoimportant to note
that the cones of man and macaqueare virtually identical in
their spectral properties (Bowmaker and Dartnall, 1980; Bowmaker et al., 1980; Nunn et al., 1984; Baylor et al., 1987), so
that the V, function, as a sum of M- and L-cones, would be
expected to be rather similar in the 2 species.
The presenceof frequency-doubled responsesmight be expected to interfere with flicker photometry and contribute to
variability. Psychophysically, it is seldompossibleto eliminate
residualflicker completely. It is feasiblethat this residual flicker
partly derives from the frequency-doubled responsesof phasic
cell responsesat equal luminance, although variation in the
M/L cone balance among individual phasic cells or a contribution from tonic cells could also be responsible.With long
wavelengths(e.g., 682 or 642 nm), residual flicker becomesso
marked that heterochromatic flicker photometry becomesdifficult at high retinal illuminances (J. Pokomy, personal communication). It isjust under theseconditions that the frequencydoubled responsesof phasic cells become very vigorous (Fig.
5).
We argue elsewhere(Lee et al., 1989b) that high temporal
frequency signalsfrom tonic cells are not perceived as flicker.
It is of interest that Swanson et al. (1987) suggestedthat a
luminance mechanismcontributes to detection of chromatic
flicker at high temporal frequencies.This could have a phys-

iologisa! substrate in the frequency-doubled responsesfrom
phasic cells.
Our results are also rclcvant to data obtained using other
psychophysical paradigms.For example, it is possibleto geaerale the V; function usingthe minimal distinct bordertcclmique
(Boynton and Kaiser, 1968; Wagner and Boynton, 1972). This
method involves the juxtaposition of 2 fields of dilrerent wavclengths, the relative intensities of which are adjusted until the
border is minimally distinct. The relative spectral sensitivity
function so generatedmatchesthe krXfunction. If the nonlinearity describedhere is also presentwhen a chmmalic border is
moved across the receptive field, phasic ganglion cells could
provide a residual signalwhen no luminance difference is present, Such a signalwould contain only spatial and no chromatic
information for the responsewould be independent of the direction of chromatic contrast.
Valberg and Tansley (1977) described a proportional relationship betweenthe residual distinctnessof a border at equal
luminance and the 1R - G 1cone difference signal. If the linear
relationship shown in Figure 3 also holds for moving borders,
the results in Figure 3 would thus closely resemblethis relation
betweenborder distinctnessand the 1R - G 1 difference signal
(Valberg and Tansley, 1977;Fig. 7). Both the shapeof the curves
and their slopesare similar, although absolutesensitivity differs.
The samerelationship has beenestablishedfor pattern-evoked
cortical potentials with equalluminance patterns (Tansleyet al.,
1983),suggestingsuchpotentials could partially derive from the
phasic cell pathway.
More recently, Livingstone and Hubel(1987) have reviewed
paradigms in which there is a degradation in perceptual performance with chromatic patterns having no luminance difference, at illuminance levels quite comparable to those at which
we found frequency-doubled responses.It is generally assumed
that with such patterns the “luminance channel” provides no
signal at a chromatic border. If this channel has as a physiological substrate the phasic magnocellular system (Lee et al.,
1988), then nonlinearity in M- and L-cone summation may
provide such a signalfrom phasic cells. The assumptionthat a
luminance channel doesnot provide a signalwith such patterns
may then have to be reexamined.
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